## Program for Audi FIS Ski World Cup

**Date**: 08.03.2020  |  **Site**: Kvitfjell  |  **Event**: SG

### Name of the event | Gender | Country | Speed Event
--- | --- | --- | ---
Radios | M | NOR | 
Lift open | M | NOR | 
Jury inspection | M | NOR | 
Warm-up and training area | M | NOR | 
Doctors’ meeting | M | NOR | 
Video recording | M | NOR | 
Inspection (one) | M | NOR | 
Entry for racers closed | M | NOR | 
Photographers in place | M | NOR | 
Entry for all closed | M | NOR | 
Coaches in place | M | NOR | 
POV Camera | M | NOR | 
Forerunners | M | NOR | 
Start time first racer | M | NOR | 

### Place | Time
--- | ---
At TCM | 06:30
At the start | 07:00
Nasjonalanleggsloypa | Info (NOR)
-- | --
Timing House (finish area) | 06:30: 07:30 – 08:45 31+: 07:45 – 09:00
-- | --
-- | --

### Points of Interest

- **POV Camera**: Number 3, Interval 1:15, 10:15
- **Forerunners**: Number 4, Interval 1:15, 10:22

### Start Time Intervals

- **1:30: 2 min**
- **31+: 1 min 15 sec**
- **Last 5: 1 min 30 sec**

### TV Breaks

- 4 min after racer 10, 20 and 30

### Yellow Zones / Flags

- **1st**: Russi Jump, Chair-lift
- **2nd**: Bukkerittet, Ski-doo and chairlift

### Data Analysis

- Intermediate times: 4
- Speed measurements: 2

### Team Hospitality

- **Team**: Top start 10:00 – 13:00

### Liaison Coaches

- **M. Gufler (ITA)**
- **M. Rufener (CAN)**

### Course Setter

- **S. Brunner (AUT)**

### Athletes’ Representative

- **O. Striedinger (AUT)**

### Miscellaneous

- **Kranjska Gora SL course setters**: T. Meynet (SUI) and R. Lorenzi (ITA).
- **After the race, awards ceremony for top 3 of the 2019/20 Super G World Cup (winner presented with globe)**